TERRAFLOR

Application
Terraflor is the latest generation flooring
system, specially designed to protect the
natural grass pitches of sports stadiums
or lawns of gardens and parks during
concerts or other mass public events.
Terraflor is specially designed to leave space between the
panels and the grass. This space is light and airy, ideal
conditions for grass to remain healthy and green.
Terraflor also prevents contact with any rubbish and
ensures that your ground remains pristine clean after the
event.

Properties
Terraflor panels are made up of six individual tiles that are
attached to each other. This ensures that the panels
adjust to the differences in height in the surface.
The panels are white. This is of essential importance for
letting in sufficient light and to reflect the heat for the
grass.
The panels are supported on thin plinths so that the grass
is free to breath and is not crushed by the weight of the
public.

Delivery options
We supply Terraflor on
big pallets measuring
2.25m x 1.5m. This
means that delivery and
collections require a
forklift truck with long
forks.

Laying
For laying Terraflor we
use special tools to
attach the panels to
each other as well as a
tractor
and
different
trailers.
When
you
order
Terraflor you automatically hire one of our
own supervisors.
A clear co-ordination of
the work guarantees
speedy installation and
dismantling.

Laying the panels
The Terraflor panels are placed around the grounds with a
small tractor and a few trailers.
The panels are laid overlapping each other by two people.
The panels are made of a very light material so that laying
them is simple and speedy.
To ensure that they all remain neatly in place, the panels
are attached to each other. The result looks very neat with
the added benefit that you do not need to worry about the
condition about your grass.

We can also handle the total
assembly, dismantling and
final cleaning on request.

